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Magnetization reversal dynamics with submicron-scale coercivity variation in ferromagnetic films
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We report experimental evidence that submicron-scale local coercivity variation determines magnetization
reversal dynamics in ferromagnetic thin films. Local coercivity distribution is generated from a two-
dimensional array of hysteresis loops each of 0.3230.32 mm2 spots simultaneously measured using a
magneto-optical microscope magnetometer. We directly demonstrate that domain reversal pattern is truly
coincident with local coercivity variation. Local switching time of domain evolution is found to be exponen-
tially dependent on local coercivity governed by a thermally activated relaxation process.
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Magnetization reversal dynamics in ferromagnetic ma
rials continues to be a fundamental issue in magnetism1,2

Interest has rapidly grown by the recent technologi
achievement of the magnetoelectronics such as the mag
disks, tapes, sensors, and memories, which demands
elaborated exploration on the dynamic properties of m
netic materials having the physical and/or chemi
microstructures.3–8 Recently, advanced magnetic imagin
techniques provide the direct evidences of the contras
domain dynamics both for wall-motion dominated and nuc
ation dominated processes in those magnetic materials.9–12

To clarify the origin of the contrasting reversal dynamic
numerous studies have been carried out under a variet
conditions.7–12 Macroscopic magnetic properties have be
examined to explain the intrinsic origin of the reversal d
namics by a thermally activated relaxation process base
a micromagnetic description of the sample. It was explain
that contrasting reversal dynamics could occur among
form magnetic films that possess different macroscopic m
netic properties.12–14

In addition, structural irregularities have been conjectu
to be yet another origin of the contrasting reversal dynam
and magnetic domain structures.10,15–19It is also a very cru-
cial issue in technological achievement as the size of
individual element approaches the size of the structu
irregularities.3 It is obvious that the domain evolution is lo
cally affected by the magnetic inhomogeneity,16 as demon-
strated for the ‘‘Swiss-cheese’’ -shaped domains in fer
magnetic Au/Co/Au films with introducing the loca
coercivity distribution17 or for the anisotropic domain propa
gation in the vicinity of the artificially induced miscut step
edge in epitaxial Pt/Co/Pt films.18 However, all the previous
investigations have been done based on the models o
coercivity distribution, and the question on real films rema
open.

The fundamental understanding needed to address
question requires microscopic studies, including meas
ments of the microstructural~or micromagnetic! properties
and real-time observation of the evolution of the dom
structure in a magnetic field. Most importantly, both expe
ments need to be carried out onidentical microscopic areas
of the sample. Many experimental techniques of magn
imaging20–22 have been devoted to investigate microsco
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~13!/8646~4!/$15.00
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domain structures with spatial resolution of some tens
nanometers. But, despite the high spatial resolution of th
techniques, they are not applicable to dynamical studies
to the limitations imposed by applying a magnetic fie
and/or slow data acquisition times. On the other ha
the quantitative characterization of a submicron-size m
netic dots have been carried out by means of the magn
optical Kerr effect while either using a focused laser beam5,15

or using an optical microscope equiped with a char
coupled device~CCD! camera.6,7 However, to the best of ou
knowledge, the direct correlation of the local hysteresis loo
with the domain dynamics in continuous ferromagnetic film
has not been reported yet.

The present study was motivated to clarify the mechan
responsible for how submicron-scale structural irregularit
affect the domain reversal dynamics and domain structu
For this study, we have developed a magneto-optical mic
scope magnetometer~MOMM ! capable of local hysteresi
loop measurements as well as real-time domain evolu
image analysis with submicron spatial resolution.23 Using the
MOMM system, we have monitored structural inhomogen
ity via the measurement of local coercivity variations, taki
advantage of the fact that coercivity is a structure-sensi
magnetic property.24 The local coercivity distribution is first
generated and then, the time-resolved domain patterns du
magnetization reversal are taken atprecisely the sameposi-
tions. This paper reports experimental observation that m
netization reversal dynamics is directly related to t
submicron-scale coercivity variation, which could be quan
tatively explained based on a thermally activated relaxat
process.

The MOMM system mainly consists of an optical pola
izing microscope capable of 10003 magnification with spa-
tial resolution of 0.4mm and Kerr-angle resolution o
0.2°.12 To measure hysteresis loops, the system is equip
with a computer-controlled electromagnet to sweep the
ternal field in the range of65 kOe. Domain images are
captured by a CCD camera system interfaced to the c
puter. The images are composed of the light intensity dis
bution measured by the CCD array of 100380 pixels, where
a unit pixel corresponds to the local area of 0.
30.32 mm2 of the film surface. By storing the domain im
ages while sweeping the external fieldH, it is possible to
8646 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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generate an array of the local intensity variationI xy(H) as a
function ofH. This is done by tracing the intensity variatio
at every corresponding (x,y)th CCD pixels. Then, the nor
malized Kerr hysteresis loopuxy(H) can be obtained by fit-
ting the measuredI xy(H) for the two saturated states.23 It
should be emphasized that the Kerr hysteresis loop is
tained for each CCD pixel and thus, 8000 Kerr hystere
loops can be simultaneously obtained. We generate a ma
the local coercivity distributionHC(x,y) by measuring the
coercivity from every corresponding hysteresis loop for ea
CCD pixel at (x,y), where every hysteresis loop is measur
under the identical condition at room temperature at a fi
field sweeping rate. The local coercivity distributio
HC(x,y) is further deconvoluted by HC(x,y)5HC

0

1dHC(x,y), whereHC
0 is the mean value of the local coe

civity and dHC(x,y) is the local coercivity variation.
We have used the apparatus to investigate the Co/Pd

tilayered system, where the reversal dynamics were repo
to sensitively change from being dominated by wall moti
to being nucleation dominated by increasing either the nu
ber of repeats11 or the Co-layer thickness.12 The contrasting
reversal behavior with changing the Co-sublayer thickn
was revealed to be mainly caused by the change in
strength of the demagnetizing field.12 In the present study
we focus on the reversal phenomena by varying the num
of repeats, where the structural irregularity is expected
increase due to the possible accumulation of the lattice m
fits, residual stress, and other defects at the number of in
faces during deposition process in high vacuum, while
intrinsic magnetic properties are basically unchanged.
individual layer thicknesses were kept constant to prev
changes in the macroscopic magnetic properties. Multil
ered samples of (2.5-Å Co/11-Å Pd)n with varying number
of repeatsn from 5 to 15, were prepared on glass substra
by e-beam evaporation under a base pressure of
31027 Torr at ambient temperature. The layer thickne
was controlled within a 4% accuracy.12 Low-angle x-ray dif-
fraction studies using CuKa radiation revealed that al
samples had distinct peaks indicating an existence of
multilayer structure. High-angle x-ray diffraction studie
showed that the samples grew along the@111# cubic orienta-
tion. All the samples have perpendicular magnetic anisotr
and showM -H hysteresis loops of unit squareness.

As expected, the local coercivity variation was found
increase with increasingn. In Fig. 1, we illustrate the coer
civity distribution of ~a! n55, ~b! 10, and~c! 15, respec-
tively, by mappingdHC(x,y) onto the two-dimensionalXY
plane, where each map corresponds to a sample surface
of 32.0325.6 mm2. Each coercivity distribution was dete
mined by measuring the local hysteresis loops under an id
tical condition of the sweeping rate of 10 Oe/s for ea
b-
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sample, respectively. The typical shape of local hystere
loops of a unit 0.3230.32 mm2 area measured at ambie
temperature is illustrated in the inset of each figure. Note t
the coercivity distribution changes with increasingn: the
thinner film with n55 shows a smoother variation of th
coercivity, while the thicker film withn515 shows a larger
fluctuation in the coercivity. The standard deviationDHC of
the coercivity distribution and the mean coercivityHC

0 in-
creased with increasingn as listed in Table I. A larger coer
civity variation of the thicker film is possibly ascribed to
largerHC

0 , when the variation mainly occurred by a fluctu
tion in the coercivity. However, we like to point out that th
local coercivity is varied not only in the magnitude but al
in the spatial distribution, which evidences a larger dens
of the microstructural irregularities in the thicker film. AFM
studies of these samples indeed revealed a tendency tow
larger surface roughness with increasingn.

The local coercivity is determined not only by its intrins
nature but also by the interaction with the magnetizat
states of the neighbor regions. For instance, the sample
ing n55 shows a smooth gradient of the coercivity distrib
tion around the low-coercive nucleation site as seen in F
1~a!. This gradient is possibly caused by the domain pro
gation from the nucleation site while sweepingH, rather than
by the smooth change in the intrinsic magnetic propert
since this gradient is predicted even for a uniform region
the vicinity of a nucleation site with a finite sweeping rate
a finite temperature. The coercivity gradient is inherently
produceable in a given sample and it cannot be noticea
modified without breaking the sample.

Magnetization reversal dynamics of the Co/Pd multilay
were investigated via time-resolved observation of dom
evolution by applying a constant reversing magnetic field
about 90% ofHC

0 , starting from the saturated state.12 The
reversal phenomenon in this system was found to sensiti
change from wall-motion dominant to nucleation domina

FIG. 1. Local coercivity distributionsdHC(x,y) of the
(2.5-Å Co/11-Å Pd)n samples with~a! n55, ~b! 10, and~c! 15,
respectively, on a sample area of 32.0325.6 mm2. The inset shows
the typical hysteresis loop measured at a unit pixel of 0
30.32 mm2, wherex axis is applied fieldH ranging from -2 to 2
kOe andy axis is the normalized Kerr rotational angle.
Pd)
TABLE I. Experimentally determined values of the magnetic parameters of the (2.5-Å Co/11-Ån
multilayers.

n HC
0 DHC MS a b VA

~Oe! ~Oe! (emu/cm3) (kOe21) (10218 cm3)

5 149 6 289 5.360.9 11164 16.060.6
10 638 19 333 4.961.2 6365 7.960.7
15 916 45 357 3.961.8 3069 3.561.0
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with increasingn.11 Figure 2 shows the time-resolved d
main evolution during magnetization reversal for samples
~a! n55, ~b! 10, and~c! 15, respectively, where the colo
corresponds to the local switching timet(x,y) of the corre-
sponding region (x,y). The domain patterns of the sampl
were grabbed atprecisely the sameposition of each sample
shown in Fig. 1. The reversal experiments were carried
16 times repeatedly for a given sample, since the reve
phenomenon is inherently governed by statistical switch
probability. Wall-motion dominant reversal is vividly seen
the sample ofn55, while nucleation dominant reversal
clearly observed in the sample ofn515. These contrasting
reversal patterns occur due to a counterbalance betwee
nucleation process and the wall-motion process:10 Smooth
variation of domain reversal pattern in Fig. 2~a! indicates a
gradual expansion of domains via the continuous w
motion process from a single nucleation site, while the d
orderly dendritic pattern in Fig. 2~c! manifests an anisotropi
jutting out of domain sprouts adjacent to the existing dom
boundary via the nucleation process.12

Most importantly, these contrasting reversal patterns
truly coincident with the coercivity distributions of the co
responding samples. This directly demonstrates the c
correlation between the coercivity distribution and dom
reversal pattern on the submicron scale. For a quantita
analysis of the correlation, we have measured the numbe
pixelsN(dHC ,t) obtained by counting the pixels having th
corresponding values ofdHC(x,y) and t(x,y) measured at
the same (x,y)th pixel in each map. Figure 3 illustrates th
correlated distribution ofN(dHC ,t) in logarithmic scale in
the dHC–t coordinate. In the figures, we again see that
local switching time is truly correlated with the coercivi
distribution. It is interesting to note that the correlated dis
bution is very definite in the thinner sample, while it is rath
diffused in the thicker sample. These results are underst
able because the former sample has only a few nuclea
site and thus, the reversal is always initiated at the nuclea
site followed by the successive wall-motion process at ev
domain boundary, even though the minor deflection r
domly occurs by the thermal fluctuation for a number
observations. On the other hand, the latter sample has a l
nucleation sites and thus, the reversal is initiated at one
them proceeded by the others, since the nucleation itse
randomly selected by the statistics based on the nuclea
probability. It was experimentally confirmed that by avera
ing over a larger number of observations the reversal pat
approached a certain statistical ensemble.

A fundamental question is whether the local switchi

FIG. 2. Local switching timet(x,y) determined from the time-
resolved domain reversal patterns of the (2.5-Å Co/11-Å Pn

samples with~a! n55, ~b! 10, and~c! 15, respectively, at exactly
the same positions of the corresponding samples shown in Fig
f
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time is governed by a thermally activated relaxation proc
dependent on the local coercivity distribution. Each solid li
in Fig. 3 exhibits the best fit of the correlated distribution
a fitting function of

ln t5a1b•dHC , ~1!

wherea and b are the fitting parameters. The values ofa
and b are listed in Table I. The exponential dependen
could be analyzed within the context of a thermally activa
relaxation process. The half reversal time, the time neede
reverse half the volume of the sample, is known to be ex
nentially dependent on an applied fieldH.25 By considering
the distributionHC(x,y), the local switching timet(x,y) of
the magnetizationMS of a volumeVA located at (x,y) is
given by

t~x,y!5t0 expS VAMS

kBT
@HC~x,y!2H# D , ~2!

where t0 is the characteristic switching time whenH
5HC(x,y) under a finite temperatureT.10 The equation is
derived from the Nee´l-Brown model under an assumption o
the first-order uniaxial anisotropy by linear expansion of t
energy barrier withH nearHC

0 . Equation~2! is identical to
the fitting function of Eq. ~1! when a[ ln t01VAMS(HC

0

2H)/kBT and b[VAMS /kBT. Note that the activation vol-
umeVA can be determined from the experimental values
MS and the fitting parameterb. The activation volumes of
the Co/Pd multilayers were found to be decreased from
310217 to 3.5310218 cm3 with increasingn as listed in
Table I. These results are almost identical to the values
our previous approach,26 where the activation volume wa
experimentally measured from the field dependence of
half reversal time in the whole area of the sample.

In conclusion, we demonstrate a direct relation betwe
the local coercivity variation and the local switching time b
experimental measurement of local hysteresis loops as
as real-time domain evolution images with submicron spa
resolution. The local switching time was found to be exp
nentially dependent on the local coercivity variation and

.
FIG. 3. Correlated distribution of the number of pixe

N(dHC ,t) of the (2.5-Å Co/11-Å Pd)n samples with~a! n55,
~b! 10, and~c! 15, respectively, in logarithmic gray level onto th
dHC2t coordinate. The solid line in each figure represents the b
fit by a function of logt5a1b•dHC .
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could be quantitatively explained based on a therma
activated relaxation process. Thus, the contrasting mag
zation reversal dynamics could be understood as being
trolled by the degree of local coercivity variation in the pre
ence of structural irregularities.
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